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The Galois theory presented here is at a level of generality essentially between
Žthat of G. Janelidze, D. Schumacher, and R. Street 1993, Appl. Categ. Structures 1,
. Ž103]110 and G. Janelidze 1991, Lecture Notes in Mathematics, Vol. 1488, pp.
.157]173 . However, our purpose is to concentrate on symmetric monoidal cate-
gories and so provide a new approach to Tannaka duality. Q 1999 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
We describe a symmetric monoidal extension of Galois theory in cate-
w xgories J involving what we call internal Hopf pregroupoids as the Galois
w xpregroupoids. In the more general context of JSS , Galois theory was
developed with respect to an arbitrary variable category A: C op “ Cat. In
this paper we take A to be the C-indexed category C ‹ V C, where V is
a symmetric monoidal category with equalizers preserved by the functor
Ž .V m ?: V “ V for each object V g V , and C s CCM V is the category
of cocommutative comonoids in V . Then we can recapture the special
w xcase considered in J where C is any category with pullbacks and the
C-indexed category is given by the assignment C ‹ C xC.
More precisely, given an adjoint pair I ¤ H: W “ V of functors be-
tween symmetric monoidal categories V and W and a morphism p:
Ž .E “ B in C s CCM V satisfying certain conditions, we describe an
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Ž . Ž . Bappropriate full subcategory Spl E, p of V made up of the objects
split over p.
In this paper we consider a single example of a new Galois theory which
suggests that Tannaka duality should be obtained as a formal conclusion of
w xour results and Deligne's splitting theorem D which, in fact, asserts that
Ž . B Ž .Sp E, p s V for an appropriate p and V a co- Tannakian category.
In other words, we show how to replace all the other elaborate machinery
w x Ž w xof D by categorical Galois theory. Bichon B has also related Tannaka
w x .duality to Galois theory: ``trivialization'' in B essentially means ``splitting.''
w xWe do not explain here how Grothendieck's G Galois theory and the
w x Žclassical one fit our context since that was done in J also see the
. w x w xreferences there ; many other examples are considered in BJ and CJKP ,
w x w xand a new application to Magid's M Galois theory appears in CJM .
We also assume our readers are familiar with Grothendieck's descent
w x w xtheory as presented in JT1 and JT2 although we do not use any of the
results from there. We do use the ``fundamental theorem of Galois theory
w xin ¤ariable categories'' which was proved in JSS using ``the cosmos ap-
w xproach to descent theory S2 ''; however, here we need only the case of
w xindexed categories where the proof by direct calculation in the spirit of J
would not be very long. Note too that a common approach to Galois
theory and Tannaka duality, in the a priori presence of a ``fibre functor,''
w xwas recently developed by Rochard R .
1. INTERNAL ACTIONS
For a small category C, the functor category SetC can be described as
Ž .the descent object or ``pseudo-limit'' of the truncated cosimplicial cate-
gory
6 6
C C C0 1 26
6Set Set Set , 1.1Ž .6 6
where C is the set of objects in C, where C is the set of arrows in C,0 1
where
C s f , g g C = C ‹ domain f s codomain g 4Ž . Ž . Ž .2 1 1
Ž .is the set of composable pairs of arrows in C, and where the arrows of 1.1
are given by restriction along the functions.
N NŽ . Ž .domain f ⁄ f f⁄ f , g6
6
N Ž .x‹1 fg⁄ f , gx 6 6C C C 1.2Ž .0 1 2
N NŽ . Ž .codomain f ⁄ f g⁄ f , g
6 6
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This construction can be generalized in several steps. First we replace
Set by an abstract category C with pullbacks, and, for a given internal
category C
p1 d6 6
m e6 6C s C = C C C 1.3Ž .2 1 C 1 1 00 6 6
p c2
in C , define the category C C of internal C actions as the descent object
6 6
C- - 6
6C “ C xC C xC C xC . 1.4Ž .0 1 26 6
Then we replace C by an internal precategory in C which is just a dia-
gram P
p1 d6 6
m e6 6P P P 1.5Ž .2 1 06 6
p c2
in C , satisfying the equations
de s 1 s ce, dp s cp , dm s dp , cm s cp . 1.6Ž .P 1 2 2 10
Ž .Finally, we replace the C-indexed or ``C-parametrized'' category
C x?: C op “ Cat 1.7Ž .
by an arbitrary C-indexed category. That is, given a C-indexed category A:
op Ž B.C “ Cat whose value at B g C is written as A and an internal
precategory P in C , we define the category A P of internal P actions in A
as the descent object
6 6
P P P P0 1 2- - 6
6A “ A A A . 1.8Ž .6 6
ŽIn particular, this definition in the still more general case of categories
. w xvarying over a bicategory C was used in the Galois theory of JSS , and an
w xequivalent definition in the case A s Cx? was used before in J ; pseu-
dolimits of the form
6 6
- - 6
6“ 6 6
w xwere studied in S1; S3 . We could also use the language of fibrations; that
is, instead of A, we could use its associated fibration
f 6
A C , 1.9Ž .H
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so that the category A P would be described as the category of those
X Ž X. Xinternal precategories P in HA having f P s P and both the arrows p :2
PX “ PX , dX: PX “ PX cartesian.2 1 1 0
w xAn internal pregroupoid, as defined in J , is an internal precategory P
with two additional arrows,
ji 6 6P P P , 1.10Ž .1 1 2
satisfying the equations
di s c, ci s d, p j s 1 , p j s i , mj s ec, i2 s 1 .1 P 2 P1 1
1.11Ž .
Internal pregroupoid actions are the same as the underlying internal precat-
egory actions. The notion of pregroupoid is a plausible ``equational ver-
sion'' of the notion of groupoid, in the sense that an internal category is a
Žpregroupoid if and only if it is a groupoid this is useful in Galois
w Ž .x.theory}see J, 5.5 b .
2. INTERNAL CCM PRECATEGORIES AND PREGROUPOIDS
Let V be a symmetric monoidal category with equalizers preserved by
V m ?: V “ V for each object V g V .
Ž .Let C denote the category CCM V of cocommutative comonoids in
V . Pullbacks exist in C and are constructed as ``tensor products.'' More
explicitly, given a cocommutative comonoid C in V , a right C-comodule
Ž . X Ž X X XA s A, a : A “ A m C , and a left C-comodule A s A , a : A “ C m
X . XA we define the tensor product A m A as the equalizerC
am1 6
X X XA m A “ A m A A m C m A . 2.1Ž .6C
X1ma
Now, given morphisms A “ C and AX “ C in C , we regard A and AX as
right and left C-comodules and construct the pullback A = AX as theC
tensor product A m AX.C
Using this tensor product, we can also define the C-indexed category A of
comonoid coactions in V :
v
C Cfor an object C in C , define A s V to be the category of
C-comodules in V ;
v
U B Efor a morphism p: E “ B, the inverse image functor p : A “ A
is defined by pUA s E m A.B
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Ž .DEFINITION 2.1. a An internal CCM precategory in V is an internal
Ž .precategory in C s CCM V .
Ž . Pb Let P be an internal CCM precategory in V ; the category V
of internal P-actions is defined as A P, where A is the C-indexed category
of comonoid coactions in V .
Ž . Žc An internal Hopf strictly ``cocommutative Hopf'' should be used
.in place of ``Hopf'' throughout this paper pregroupoid actions are defined
to be actions of the underlying internal CCM precategory.
EXAMPLE 2.2. Let V be a category with finite limits regarded as a
monoidal category via cartesian product; that is, ms =. Then C s
Ž . ŽCCM V can be identified with V since every object in V has a unique
.comonoid structure}via the diagonal morphism , all tensor products
become pullbacks, and V C can be identified with the comma category
Ž .V xC for any object s comonoid C in V . Therefore the internal CCM
precategories in V and their internal actions are just the same as the
internal precategories in V and their actions. The same is of course true
for pregroupoids.
EXAMPLE 2.3. For a commutative ring R, any commutative R-bialgebra
Ž .opP is an internal CCM precategory in the dual R-Mod of the category
Ž .of R-modules. The display 1.5 for P, written in R-Mod, is
p1 d6 6m e6 6P m P P R , 2.2Ž .R
6 6p c2
where e and m are the counit and comultiplication of P, respectively, and
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .d r s c r s r ? 1, p x s x m 1, p x s 1 m x for all r g R, x g P.1 2
ŽŽ .op.PAlso R-Mod is the dual of the category of P-comodules: that is,
Ž .pairs A s A, a : A “ P m A , where a is an R-module homomorphismR
that makes the following diagram commute:
em1 mm16
6
R m A P m A P m P m AR R R R6 6
2.3a Ž .1ma
(
6
6
A P m ARa
Ž . Ž .If P has an antipode and so is a Hopf R algebra then 2.2 can be
equipped uniquely with the two extra arrows to display an internal Hopf
pregroupoid.
EXAMPLE 2.4. A cocommutative k-bialgebra P, where k is a field, is a
Ž .special case of an internal CCM precategory in the category Vect k
Ž .s k-Mod of k-vector spaces. An antipode would give the pregroupoid
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Ž .structure as in the previous example. However, now the display 1.5 for P
is
1mh h6 6
m e6 6P m P P k , 2.4Ž .k 6 6
hhm1
where h, e, m are the counit, unit, multiplication in P, respectively. The
internal P actions are just P-modules.
Remark 2.5. If we either replace R-modules in Example 2.3 by commu-
tative R-algebras, or replace k-vector spaces in Example 2.4 by cocommu-
tative k-coalgebras, then we obtain a special case of Example 2.2.
3. GALOIS THEORY
Let C be a category with pullbacks and let p: E “ B be a morphism in
Ž .C. Let Eq p ,
6
E = E E, 3.1Ž .B 6
be the corresponding equivalence relation regarded as an internal
Ž . Ž .pre groupoid in C. The internal actions of Eq p are called descent data.
More precisely, given a C-indexed category A, the category A EqŽ p. is called
the category of A-descent data.
Recall that p: E “ B is said to be an effecti¤e A-descent morphism if the
canonical functor
A B “ A EqŽ p. 3.2Ž .
Ž w x .is a category equivalence see JT2 for details .
Ž .Given a functor I: C “ X , the Galois pregroupoid Gal E, p is definedI
w xJ as the image
Gal E, p s I Eq p 3.3Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .I
Ž . Ž .of Eq p under the functor I. For example, if p: E “ B is a connected
Galois extension of schemes then
Gal E, p ( Aut E 3.4Ž . Ž . Ž .p B0
is the corresponding Galois group, possibly profinite.
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Consider the situation displayed in the diagram
Cat6 S
, 3.5Ž .
6
f
op¥ XA
op
6
I
opC
where A and I are as above, where S is an X-indexed category, and
where f : S I op “ A is a fully faithful morphism. This last phrase means
that f is a family of fully faithful functors
f C : S IŽC . “ A C C g C 3.6Ž . Ž .
Ž . Žand isomorphisms 3.7 as below, between the composites of the two
.routes around the square satisfying appropriate coherence conditions.
f E
IŽE . E6S A6
UU ( pŽ . p: E “ B in C 3.7Ž . Ž .I p
6
IŽB . B6S A
Bf
B wAn object A in A is said to be split o¤er p: E “ B one also says ``over
Ž . x IŽE .E s E, p '' if there exists an object S in S with
pUA ( f ES ; 3.8Ž .
Ž . Bsuch objects A form a full subcategory Spl E, p of A which is to be
described by ``Galois theory.''
THEOREM 3.1. If p: E “ B is an effecti¤e A-descent morphism then there
is a canonical category equi¤alence
Spl E, p , S Gal I ŽE , p. . 3.9Ž . Ž .
w xWe omit the proof since it is a special case of Corollary 4.3 in JSS .
w xRemark 3.2. Here, just as in J , there are various possibilities of
making weaker requirements than the full faithfulness of f. For instance,
we could merely require
f E , f E=BE , f E=BE=BE
to be fully faithful.
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Ž .Let us construct the data 3.5 as follows.
v We take an adjoint pair
I 6
V W , I ¤ H 3.10Ž .6
H
of functors between symmetric monoidal categories V and W with equal-
Ž .izers preserved by all V m ?, W m ? V g V , W g W , with H strong
monoidal.
v Ž . Ž .We take C s CCM V , X s CCM W and write
I 6
C X , I ¤ H 3.11Ž .6
H
for the induced adjoint pair.
v
op opWe define A: C “ Cat and S : X “ Cat, as in the previous
section, by A C s V C and S C s W C.
v
C IŽC . CThen we define f : S “ A by
f C S s C m H S . 3.12Ž . Ž . Ž .HIŽC .
Note that the functor
g C : A C “ S IŽC . , A ‹ I A 3.13Ž . Ž .
is a left adjoint for f C, so f C is fully faithful if and only if the counit
g C f C “ 1 IŽC . 3.14Ž .S
of the adjunction is invertible; in this case we shall say C is admissible.
w x Ž w x.Just as in CJKP originally in CHK it is easy to prove
PROPOSITION 3.3. If H is fully faithful then C is admissible if and only if I:
Ž .V “ W preser¤es tensor products of the form 3.12 .
Theorem 3.1 and Remark 3.2 give the following ``fundamental theorem
of Galois theory in symmetric monoidal categories'':
THEOREM 3.4. Under the assumptions abo¤e, let p: E “ B be a mor-
phism in C such that:
Ž . U B E Ža the functor p : V “ V is monadic that is, p: E “ B is an
.effecti¤e A-descent morphism ; and,
Ž .b the objects E, E m E, E m E m E are admissible.B B B
Then there is an equi¤alence of categories
Spl E, p , W Gal I ŽE , p. , 3.15Ž . Ž .
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Ž . B Bwhere Spl E, p is the full subcategory of V with objects in all A g V
satisfying
E m A ( E m H S 3.16Ž . Ž .B H IŽE .
for some S g W IŽE ..
Ž .Remark 3.5. The equivalence 3.15 is actually monoidal. More explic-
itly, call a C-indexed category K: C op “ Cat monoidal when it is equipped
with a factorization through the forgetful functor into Cat from the
2-category of monoidal categories, monoidal functors, and monoidal natu-
ral transformations. Clearly A: C op “ Cat is monoidal since each A C is
monoidal via A m AX and the inverse image functors pU : A B “ A E areC
op Ž .indeed strong monoidal. The same is true of S : X “ Cat. Now Spl E, p
is a full monoidal subcategory of A B, and S Gal I ŽE, p. is obtained from
S I op by monoidal descent and so becomes monoidal. The monoidal
Ž .structure on the equivalence 3.15 is lifted from the strong monoidal
indexed functor with components f C: S IŽC . “ C C.
4. AN APPROACH TO TANNAKA DUALITY
Ž .Let k be a fixed field, let Vect k be the category of k-vector spaces,
Ž .opand let W s Vect k .
DEFINITION 4.1. A k-tentered category is a symmetric monoidal category
K satisfying the following conditions:
Ž .a K is abelian;
Ž .b K is locally finitely presentable;
Ž . X Žc if V and V are finitely presentable objects of K then Hom V,K
X.V is a finite-dimensional vector space;
Ž .d for all objects V of K, the functor V m ]: K “ K preserves
Ž .finite limits and small colimits and is k linear on morphisms ;
Ž . Ž .e the unit U for the tensor product in K is finitely presentable.
THEOREM 4.2. Let K be a k-tentered category and put V s K op. Let I:
V “ W be the functor defined by
I V s Hom V , U s Hom U, V . 4.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .V K
Then
Ž . Ža I has a strong monoidal this means tensor and unit preser¤ing up to
.prescribed coherent natural isomorphisms right adjoiont H: W “ V ;
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Ž . Ž .b the functor H of a is fully faithful if and only if the canonical map
k “ Hom U, U 4.2Ž . Ž .K
is in¤ertible;
Ž . Ž .c if H is fully faithful then C s CCM V is admissible pro¤ided the
Ž . Ž X.functor I preser¤es kernels of all morphisms C m H W “ C m H W in
C Ž Ž . Ž X . . ŽV where C m H W , C m H W ha¤e the cofree C-coactions in V . In
.particular, this is the case if U is injecti¤e in V .
Ž .Proof. a The functor I can be described as the functor
opop opopLex I , Set : Lex K , Set “ Lex Vect k , Set 4.3Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .fin fin fin
induced by the ``finite part''
I op : K “ Vect k , 4.4Ž . Ž .fin fin fin
where K is the full subcategory of K consisting of the finitely pre-fin
Ž .sentable objects, and Vect k is the category of finite-dimensionalfin
Ž .s finitely presentable k-vector spaces. Therefore, it suffices to show that
the functor I has a strong monoidal right adjointfin
op op
H : Vect k “ K . 4.5Ž . Ž . Ž .fin fin fin
Ž n. nThe functor H determined by H k s U is as required.fin fin
Ž .b This follows from:
v H is fully faithful if and only if H is;fin
v H is fully faithful if and only if the counit I H “ 1 isfin fin fin
invertible;
v since I and H are additive, the counit is invertible if and onlyfin fin
if its component
I H k “ k 4.6Ž . Ž .fin fin
is invertible;
v Ž . Ž . Ž .the morphism 4.6 is precisely the morphism 4.2 in Vect k .
Ž .c By Proposition 3.3 it suffices to prove that I preserves tensor
Ž . IŽC .products of the form C m H S for every S g W . Every object ofHIŽC .
n Ž n. n nW is a limit of objects of the form k , and V m H k ( V m U ( V for
every V g V , so it follows that I preserves tensor products of the form
Ž .V m H W . More precisely, we know that there exists a unique natural
isomorphism
u : I V m H W “ I V m IH W 4.7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .V , W
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such that u is the composite of canonical isomorphismsV , k
I V m H k s I V m U ( I V ( I V m k ( I V m IH k .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Therefore, it suffices to prove that I preserves equalizers of the form
6
C m H S “ C m H S C m HI C m H S . 4.8Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .HIŽC . 6
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . .But we can replace C m HI C m H S by C m H I C m S and easily
check that the two parallel arrows are morphisms in V C as required for
Ž .the assumption in c . Q.E.D.
ŽRemark 4.3. If V is semisimple that is, every short exact sequence in
.V is split then of course U is injective}that is, I is exact. As pointed out
w xby Deligne D, p. 64 , this functor is not exact in general. This is why we
Ž . w xneed the weaker assumption of 4.2 c which is closely related to D, 7.19.2 .
Let us also take this opportunity to note that, although the functor G:
Ž . w x Ž .T “ Vect k of D is the same as our functor 4.4 , we prefer not tofin
think of it as ``the global section functor'': from our point of view it is
rather similar to the geometric p in the classical adjunction string0
p ¤ D ¤ G,0
p 0 6
D6Shv X Set, 4.9Ž . Ž .
G 6
ÂŽ . Ž .where Shv X , Etale X is the category of sheaves over a connected
locally connected topological space X, the functor p sends a sheaf to the0
set of connected components of the etale space, the functor D sends a setÂ
S to the constant sheaf at S, and G is the usual global sections functor.
The reason why categorical Galois theory easily applies to p ¤ D is0
w x Ž .briefly described in BJ, Sect. 2 also see the references there .
Having in mind the analogy with geometrical situations, we say that an
Ž .object V in V is connected when I V ( k. We say V itself is connected
Ž .when U is connected; by Theorem 4.2 b , this holds precisely when H is
fully faithful.
DEFINITION 4.4. Let K be a k-tentered category with V s K op. An
Ž . Ž .object E in C s CCM V is said to be a uni¤ersal co¤ering of U when
the following conditions hold:
Ž .a E is admissible;
Ž . Žb the counit E “ U is an effective A-descent morphism that is,
the functor
E m ?: V “ V E 4.10Ž .
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.reflects isomorphisms ;
Ž . Ž .c E is connected it follows that V must be connected ;
Ž . U Žd every object in V s V is split over E “ U that is, for every
Ž .object V in V , there is a k-vector space W with E m V ( E m H W in
E.V .
If E is a universal covering, we take p: E “ B to be the counit E “ U
Ž .and define the fundamental group p V , I by1
p V , I s Gal E, p . 4.11Ž . Ž . Ž .1 I
ŽThis is an internal group in W whose underlying object that is, the
.underlying k-vector space is
p V , I s I E m E . 4.12Ž . Ž . Ž .1
That is, the Galois pregroupoid
6 66
6I E m E m E I E m E I E s k 4.13Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .6 6
is now an internal group: it is a groupoid since the canonical morphisms
I E m E m E ( I E m E m E m E “ I E m E m I E m E ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .E
I E m E m E m E m E m E 4.14Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .E E
“ I E m E m I E m E m I E m EŽ . Ž . Ž .
Ž w Ž .Ž .x. Ž .are invertible see J, 5.6 c ii , and then I E s k tells us that it is a
group.
Ž . ŽIn other words, p V , I is a commutative since E it is cocommutative1
. Ž .as a comonoid in V Hopf k-algebra which can be displayed as in 2.2 in
Ž . Ž .op Ž .Vect k and then rewritten in W s Vect k to be identified with 4.13 .
Theorem 3.4 gives:
COROLLARY 4.5. If K is a k-tentered category with V s K op connected
Ž .and with a uni¤ersal co¤ering E g CCM V then there is an equi¤alence of
Ž .monoidal see Remark 3.5 categories
V , W p 1ŽV , I . . 4.15Ž .
Note that if the characteristic of k is 0, and there exists a duality functor
opk
] : K “ K ,Ž . Ž .fin fin
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w x Žthen the existence of a universal covering follows from D, 7.19 with our
.E, his A , for
v w x Ž . Ž .D, 7.19.2 and 4.2 c easily give 4.4 a ;
v Ž .with the existence of duals the functor 4.10 reflects isomorphisms
if and only if
E / 0;
v Ž . Ž Ž . w x.a ``fibre functor'' I E m ? known as G A m ? in D, p. 72 is
Ž . Ž .required to be strong monoidal and so I E ( I E m U ( k;
v Ž .condition 4.4 d follows easily from its finite version which, in fact, is
w xD, 1.19.1 .
Consequently, as claimed, Corollary 4.5 is a form of Tannaka duality.
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